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Single Transistor Gain Circuit

In general, a gain circuit consists of
− Drive stage
− Load stage

Drive stage
− Single transistor

Load stage is one of
− Resistor
− Current source (made with a transistor)

”Single transistor” gain circuit refers to the drive stage consisting
of a single transistor
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Gain Circuit with Resistor Load

VDD = 2V

vI

vO

RD

M1

1kΩ

Vtn = 0.3V; µnCox = 240µA/V2

(W/L) = 100

Let λn = 0
− results in ro →∞

Want to plot vO vs vI
− as vI goes from 0 to VDD
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Gain Circuit with Resistor Load
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Gain Circuit with Resistor Load

M1 is cutoff in region 1
− vI is less than Vtn

M1 is active in region 2
− As soon as vI > Vtn, M1 on and active
− remains active until vO < vI − Vtn

when drain voltage is less than gate voltage by a threshold voltage
vO = VDD − iD ∗ RD

iD = 0.5µnCox (W/L)(vI − Vtn)2

− In this case, end of active is vI = 0.67V, vO = 0.37V

M1 is triode in region 3
vO = VDD − iD ∗ RD

iD = µnCox (W/L)(vI − Vtn − 0.5vO)vO
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Gain Circuit with Resistor Load

Largest small signal gain
− where the slope of vO/vI is largest in magnitude
− Then a small change in vI can cause a large change in vO

For above example, occurs at vI = 0.67V
− But this bias point would give very little headroom as M1 would go

into triode as vO decreases and gain would drop
− A better bias point might be around vO = 1V
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Small Signal Gain Analysis

Good method to find small signal voltage gain
− Model circuit as Norton equivalent
− Find output impedance, Ro, at output node
− Find short circuit current, isc at output node as function of vi

− vo = iscRo

vi voVDD vi vo

isc

isc = Gmvi

Ro
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Small Signal - Gain Circuit/Resistor Load

Active region

vi

vo

RD

gmvgsvgs

Ro = RD; isc = −gmvi

vo = −gmRDvi

vo/vi = −gmRD

To increase gain... increase gm or
RD

Recall
gm = µnCox (W/L)Vov

gm = 2ID/Vov

gm =
√

2µnCox (W/L)ID

µnCox set by fabrication and not
controlled by designer

If output bias voltage fixed at say 1V,
then ID is fixed if RD is fixed.
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Small Signal - Gain Circuit/Resistor Load

Can increase gm by decreasing Vov but...
− gm does not increase for Vov below about 50mV
− a practical effect seen with better modelling

What about increasing RD?
− If RD increased, ID must decrease to keep vO around 1V

In summary, it is difficult to get a large gain from a gain circuit with
a resistor load

Would like a large load resistance that does not need to have a
large of dc bias voltage across it

− Replace RD with a current source
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Practical Ideal Current Source

Ideal current source would give constant current no matter what
voltage, Vx , across it

”Practical ideal” current source
Vx > 0 then Ix = IB
Vx = 0 then 0 < Ix < IB
Vx < 0 then Ix = 0

IB is desired current; Ix is actual current

IBVx

Ix
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Practical Ideal Current Source

Practical Ideal

VDD

RD

IB
1mA

IR VR

For VDD = 2V; RD = 1kΩ

IR = 1mA; VR = 1V

For VDD = 3V; RD = 1kΩ

IR = 1mA; VR = 1V

For VDD = 0.5V; RD = 1kΩ

IR = 0.5mA; VR = 0.5V

For VDD = 2V; RD = 4kΩ

IR = 0.5mA; VR = 2V

For VDD = −1V; RD = 1kΩ

IR = 0mA; VR = 0V
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Current Source/Current Source Circuit

Practical Ideal

VDD = 2V

I2

I1

I Vx

For I1 = 1mA; I2 = 0.5mA
Vx = VDD = 2V

For I1 > I2
Vx = VDD = 2V

For I1 < I2
Vx = 0V

For I1 = I2
0 < Vx < VDD

Vx can be anywhere
between 0 and VDD
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Gain Circuit with Current Source Load: λ = 0

VDD = 2V

vI

vO

IB

M1

1.64mA

Ideal current source
(always assume practical)

Vtn = 0.3V; µnCox = 240µA/V2

(W/L) = 100

Let λn = 0
− results in ro →∞

Want to plot vO vs vI
− as vI goes from 0 to VDD
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Gain Circuit with Current Source Load: λ = 0
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Gain Circuit with Current Source Load: λ = 0
M1 is cutoff in region 1

M1 is active in region 2
− ID1 < IB = 1.64mA
− Results in vO = VDD

− Current pulled from VDD is
ID1

M1 is active in region 3
− ID1 = IB = 1.64mA
− vO somewhere between

VDD and where M1 goes
into triode

In region 3
− Gain is∞ since slope is∞

M1 is triode in region 4
− Edge of triode at ...
− drain of M1 is VG1 − Vtn

− and VG1 = V1

− ID1 = IB = 1.64mA in this
region

V1 found from ID1 = 0.5µnCox (W/L)(V1 − Vtn)2 = IB

V1 = 0.67V
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Gain Circuit with Current Source Load: λ finite

Now let λ > 0

Same as before except that region 3 has a finite slope
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Gain Circuit with Current Source Load: λ finite
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Small Signal - Gain Circuit/Ideal Current Source Load
In region 2 , IB acts as a short circuit
− Small signal gain = 0

In region 3 , we have the following

VDD = 2V

vI

vO

IB

M1

1.64mA
Small signal in active region 3

vi

vo

gmvgsvgs ro
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Small Signal - Gain Circuit/Ideal Current Source Load

Active region

vi

vo

gmvgsvgs ro

Ro = ro; isc = −gmvi

vo = −gmrovi

vo/vi = −gmro

gm = 2ID/Vov

ro = L/(λ′ID)

vo/vi = −2L
λ′Vov

Intrinsic gain of single transistor with L = 0.2µm

Typical values
− Vov = 0.2V; λ′ = 0.1µm/V
− Intrinsic gain: vo/vi = 20V/V
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Gain Circuit with PMOS Load

Use a single PMOS transistor to build current source load for
NMOS drive transistor

VDD = 2V

vI

vO

M1

M2VB

VB is a constant dc voltage
− When M2 active, M2 acts like a current source
− M2 will be triode when vO close to VDD 20/26



Gain Circuit with PMOS Load
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Gain Circuit with PMOS Load

Region 1
− M1 cutoff; M2 triode

Region 2
− M1 active; M2 triode

Region 3
− M1 active; M2 active

Region 4
− M1 triode; M2 active

As a gain circuit, want the circuit to be in region 3
− Small signal model for M2 is just a resistor of value ro2
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Gain Circuit with PMOS Load

M2VB

VDD

ro2gmvgs
vgs ro2

Since vgs = 0, gmvgs = 0 so ...
Looking into the drain of M2 is ro2
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Small Signal - Gain Circuit/PMOS Load

Active region

vi

vo

gm1vgsvgs ro1 ro2

Ro = ro1||ro2; isc = −gmvi

vo/vi = −gm1(ro1||ro2)

If ro ≡ ro1 = ro2
vo/vi = − gm1ro

2

The typical gain is one half of the intrinsic transistor gain
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Small Signal - Gain Circuit/PMOS Load

gm = 2ID/Vov ; ro = L/(λ′ID)

vo/vi = −gm1ro
2 = L/(λ′Vov )

How can we increase gain?

Decrease Vov
− Stops increasing gm when Vov < 50mV

Increase L
− Need to also increase W to maintain same Vov

− Increases input capacitance so slower circuit

Is there another way?.. Yes!
− Cascade amp
− Cascode amp
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Topics Covered

Single transistor gain circuit

Small-signal gain analysis

Replace load RD with current source

Gain circuit with PMOS load
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